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Motivation and Introduction
Analyzing the gravity gradients measured by ESA's satellite mission GOCE, high and mid-frequency
components can be discriminated which are mainly caused by the attraction of the Earth's
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prediction tasks, such as a harmonic downward continuation of the gradients from satellite altitude to
Mean Sea Level (MSL), are often ill-conditioned processes. Concerning the numerical stability of
such tasks it is recommended to smooth the observed gradients by applying topographic-isostatic
reductions using a Remove-Compute-Restore technique. The present research provides an
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measurements are presented and a smoothing potential analysis is carried out.
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Topographic-isostatic reductions can be obtained by forward gravity modeling based on the
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Basic idea: Three-layer model

numerical evaluation of Newton’s integral extending over the domain of the Earth’s topographic and

- Separate modeling of rock, water, and ice masses

isostatic masses. Thereby, global information on the geometry and density is required which have to

- DTM2006.0 information is used to construct an own

be defined by a topographic model and an isostatic concept. Being advantageous over previous
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approaches the proposed concept of reduction is based on a three-layer Rock-Water-Ice

- Each grid element consists of three components with

decomposition of the topography and a modified Airy-Heiskanen isostatic concept introducing a

different MSL-heights (hR, hW , hI) and consistent

Moho depth model. Geometry and density information is derived from the topographic data base

thickness (tR, tW , tI)

DTM2006.0 and the global crust model CRUST2.0. Since this data is provided in geographical
coordinates, tesseroid bodies are used for mass discretisation and arranged on an ellipsoidal
reference surface (GRS80). The computation of topographic-isostatic reductions is performed by the
self-developed C++ program TOISMAT (TOpographic-ISostatic MAss reductions using Tesseroids)
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- Layer-specific density values (ρR, ρW , ρI) are derived
from specified DTM2006.0 terrain types
- Topographic masses are represented by three
tesseroids per grid element

which is designed for parallel computing on high-performance computer systems.

Isostatic concept
Reduction values in the satellite altitude of GOCE

Basic idea: Mass equality condition
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- Mantle-Crust density contrast ∆ρ is kept variable
- Normal compensation depth is set to T = 31 km

Numerical Investigations

Results
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- Reduction concept is used to smooth a GOCE data set measured from Oct. 27 - Nov. 02, 2010
- Topographic-isostatic reductions are calculated along the orbit of the GOCE satellite, which
requires four hours run-time using parallel computing on 560 processors (Intel Xeon 2.53 GHz)
- Reduction values have to be rotated from the Local North Oriented Frame (LNOF) to the
Gradiometer Reference Frame (GRF) before they can be applied to the gradient measurements

Smoothing potential analysis
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- Comparison of original and reduced GOCE signals in the high and mid-frequency components
- Signals are bandpass-filtered to the measurement bandwidth of the gradiometer (5 to 100 mHz)
- Degree of smoothing is quantified by percentage change in standard deviation and range

Conclusions
- Smoothing behavior has a dominant regional character and is strongly dependent on the actual
topographic surface that is crossed by the satellite
- Significant smoothing effects can be detected in regions with strongly variable topography (e.g. the
Himalayas, the Andes), while other areas seem to remain uncompensated (e.g. Japan Trench)
- The use of topographic-isostatic reductions is particularly suitable for regional applications
- Significant smoothing potential for Vxx, Vyy, Vzz, and Vxz gradient components
- Degree of smoothing quantified by changes in standard deviation amounts to about 30%
- Range can be reduced by about 40% in comparison to the original signal
- Vxy and Vyz cannot be smoothed due to high-frequency noise in the original measurements
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